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Cincinnati Black-owned custom art company adds color and culture to your space. Thee Creator is a Cincinnati based 
visual arts business that has been around since 2016. Thee Creator is based around creating visuals and merchandise 
that shows our people in their royal estate, to uplift, encourage and provide imagery to show greatness. This business 
specializes in wearable art, portraits, unique and one of a kind hand painted apparel, and custom artwork. Thee Creator 
is where your ideas come to life. Thee Creator takes pride in being able to provide amazing art at a very affordable 
price. Art this good cannot be passed up! Their specialty is beautiful acrylic painted portraits. Also, they continue to 
venture into new avenues with expanding their art onto merchandise such as wallets, purses, jewelry and much more. 
In addition to this, they dabble in Illustrating books for kids and adults. Thee Creator has made a commitment of 
giving back to their home church to help them spread the Gospel all over the world. They have specially marked items 
whose proceeds go to help with the church. About The Owner Thee Creator came to life when NaTasha decided to 
follow her dreams of becoming an Artist. Growing up she always found herself with a pencil and a pad in her hand 
and decided one day that she would take her skills to the next level. She believes that expressing yourself can come in 
many forms and for her, it’s art. Natasha likes to reflect on her reality, emotions, and history and bring those ideas to 
life. She does so through many different mediums as you will see on her website. If you are looking to add a touch of 
art into your household, business or establishment, email theecreator7345@gmail.com or visit Thee Creator to further 
discuss commissions or purchase merchandise.

For more details, please visit https://www.blackachievers.biz/detail/thee-creator-fairfield-2582


